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A look at the interplay between and balance of major league needs and the Triple-A roster, the latter expanded in 2021 to help deal with it.
Triple-A rosters have added flexibility to deal with MLB taxi squads
Pirates general manager Ben Cherington said Saturday that Ke’Bryan Hayes has not swung a bat yet, but there are reassuring signs in his prognosis and rehab this time around. Hayes injured his left wri ...
Update on Hayes; status of Tucker, Goodwin
The Mariners will make vaccines available to all personnel in Tier 1, which includes players, after Tuesday afternoon’s game against the Dodgers at T-Mobile Park. Seattle players first became eligible ...
Notes: Vaccinations; Lewis back from IL
More than 8,500 Marylanders have died of COVID-19 since March 2020, as the devastating novel coronavirus pandemic swept through the state and the world. Behind every statistic, a family mourns for a ...
What They Left Behind: Families Treasure Jewelry, Stethoscope, Voicemails and Worn-Out Lawn Spots Left by COVID Victims
There are still bald spots from bases on the front lawn to remind his family of marathon at-home ballgames inspired by longtime Little League coach ... with the heart. The operation was a success, ...
What they left behind: Maryland families treasure jewelry, voice mails left by COVID victims
How do you tackle impostor syndrome? For me, the answer has been to focus on acquiring “true confidence” – here’s what’s worked for me.
Beat imposter syndrome by developing ‘true confidence’ as a software engineer
And that's why their first target was the military, which typically leans a little bit more conservative ... including to our employees and operations. I've directed the Department to immediately ...
Gingrich: Biden's congressional speech will be the 'weirdest' in American history
“We’ve obviously scuffled a little bit the past four games ... staff member who tests positive for COVID-19. The league’s operations manual defines two types of contacts to COVID-19 ...
Five Astros sidelined by MLB's health and safety protocols
It was a meaningless game, for the most part, one of the many that come and go with relatively little notice ... the vice president of game operations. No matter. This is one of the thousand ...
The truth about refereeing in the NBA
Major League Baseball held off formally imposing a 60-game schedule Tuesday on its feuding players while negotiating an operations manual ... That would leave little margin to make up September ...
MLB holds off on imposing schedule until protocols locked in
After dealing with a TLS certificate expiration, Epic Games decides to make their experience a teaching moment for others — we’ll cover some of the key takeaways they shared and... The post FTW: ...
FTW: Gaming Company Uses Certificate Expiration to Deliver Teachable Moment - Security Boulevard
"These events contributed to my decision to stick to my plan to leave No10 by 18 December, which I had communicated to the PM in July the day before my long-delayed operation." Earlier this year ...
Boris knows I am not the 'chatty rat' leaker, Dominic Cummings claims
Dotson once got suspended for yelling at a Little League umpire while armed ... against the guidance listed in the device’s operations manual, which says “to avoid targeting the face ...
Nearly 200 cops with credibility issues still working in Washington state
We admit the Miata was a little out of its league here. Even with the extra ... You get all of the foregoing—plus the snick-snick six-speed manual transmission, plus the torque-sensing limited ...
Tested: 2004 Lotus Elise vs. Four Minimalist Roadster Rivals
Chicago Bulls All-Star guard Zach LaVine is expected to miss several games after entering into the NBA’s health and safety protocol, sources told ESPN. The Bulls called off practice Thursday ...
NBA rumors: Zach LaVine to miss several games due to COVID-19 protocols
A year after the pandemic upended sports around the globe, causing shutdowns, delays and rescheduling — including Major League Baseball ... is a 108-page operations manual that teams are ...
'Fired up,' 'ready to go': Baseball is almost back. This season will differ from the last.
Clipper Darrell, as one of the most visible fans of a team in the league after having attended ... Attendance been little over 3K since going from 1,500 to 3,000 when Suns played Brooklyn Feb ...
NBA rumors: Karl-Anthony Towns announces he's received first COVID-19 vaccine dose
Dotson once got suspended for yelling at a Little League umpire while armed ... against the guidance listed in the device’s operations manual, which says “to avoid targeting the face ...
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